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Abstract 

 

The systems is based on image processing have various applications in the domain of motion control of robots and the autonomous 

vehicles. The current paper is oriented to solution of the problem that precedes to the implementation of automatic avoidance of on-

road obstacle—and how to detect them, to tracking the sequence of images, and to identify which of the mare stationary, incoming, or 

outgoing from the camera. The overall algorithm of obstacles classification is presented in this paper consists of three different basic 

phases:(1) image segmentation in order to extraction of the pixels belonging to the image of a road and also the objects over it; (2) 

extraction of characteristic points inside the area of the obstacles, their description and also the tracking in following frames; and (3) 

estimation of distances between the camera, the obstacles and their rates of changing relative velocities. The verifications of a 

particular steps of the proposed algorithm are described using real road-traffic images, while the overall algorithm is tested using both 

the synthesized sequences of images and also the ones acquired in real driving. 

 

 

Index Terms: Machine vision, Image processing, Image segmentation, Pattern recognition, Support vector machines, 

Feature extraction, Tracking, SURF, Pose estimation. 

 

--------------------------------------------------------------------- *** ------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In recent years, self-anti-collision systems that have been 

developed for preventing the traffic accidents and achieving 

safe driving. This system should have alert drivers of the 

presence of any obstacles and help them to react in advance. In 

these systems, the ability of detecting obstacles is very 

essential. The safe operation of the vehicle depends heavily on 

only the vision. The vision of a driver or a person driving can 

be improved by the systems that provide information about the 

environment around the vehicle which cannot be seen or 

barely seen by human eyes. Therefore, any obstacle detection 

system based on machine vision is the topic of current 

research in the smart vehicle technology. The particular 
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objective of this work is to allow the classification of the on-

road obstacles on the basis to the irrelative velocities, on to the 

categories as incoming, outgoing, and stationary, as a 

prerequisite for their avoidance into the context of 

autonomously guided cars. This existing techniques used in 

the on-road obstacle detection may differentiate according to 

the definition of the obstacles. This might be classified into 

two categories and they are [1]. The first one is related to the 

obstacles reduced to a specific object that is vehicle, 

pedestrian, etc. In this case, detection can be based on search 

for specific patterns, which is possibly supported by features 

such as texture, shape [2, 3], symmetry [4, 5], or by the use of 

an approximate contour. The second category which is used 

when the definition of the obstacles is much more general. In 

this case, two methods are being generally used. (1) The usage 

of a monocular camera which is generally based on an analysis 

of the optical flow [6–9]. This method require a rather huge 

calculations, and it is very sensitive to the vehicle movement. 

Also, it detects only the obstacles that are moving and fails 

when obstacle has small speed or null speed (2)The method is 

based on stereo vision [10–13]. Images are captured by using 

two or more cameras at the same time from various angles, 

and then obstacles are to be detected by matching. This 

method generally require more time to do the necessary 

calculations, and it is very sensitive to the local motion of each 

camera caused by vehicles  movement. 

Usually, a method for detecting both the moving and static 

objects are simultaneously required because of the static 

objects such as boxes which may fall on the road in the front 

of car and they are very  dangerous too. 

Actually, an algorithm of on-road obstacles detection which 

should provide that: 1. The objects which are outside the road 

are eliminated. 2. Irregularities on to the road surfaces which 

are not affected by the driving that are not to be considered. 3. 

Static obstacles that are on the road are properly recognized in 

order to be ignored. 4. Vehicles that are on the road are 

detected in order to adjust the own motion according to the 

irrelative distances and their velocities.  

We proposed in this paper that an obstacle detecting method 

used into the monocular camera mounted on a vehicle 

receiving the light variations into the scene on  road ahead and 

calculating the captured images to know out the obstacle 

detection. The output of the proposed algorithm is a 

classification on to classes of moving obstacles and s tatic 

obstacles. After getting the information of obstacles, drivers 

can quickly react and precisely to take actions to prevent car 

accidents. Moreover, the systems of autonomous car driving 

may react appropriately in order to keep the car motion along 

the nominal trajectory relative to the road borders, 

simultaneously avoiding incoming cars and outgoing cars. 

Here, obstacles are explained as actual arbitrary objects 

protruding from the ground plane in the area of road, both 

static ones and moving ones. Road markers in the area of road 

(e.g., pedestrian crossing) as also a number of objects outside 

the road region are considered as obstacles of no interest. 

 

2.THE METHODS 

In order to know the obstacles on road, to track them, and to 

know their positions and relative velocities, the following 

operations are performed (asillustratedonFig.1). 

 

First, the region of road is detected using the SVM(support 

vector machine) classification method in order to differentiate 

class ―road‖ from the class ―non-road‖. Secondly, the non-

road region as the result of this detection are classified into 

two categories :―obstacles‖ and ―road environment.‖After 

classification, one has three types of region: environmental 

area, road region, and obstacles. The real obstacles of the road 

like cars, pedestrians, boxes, etc. Are all belonging to the class 

called ―obstacles.‖ Monitoring each of these obstacles are 

done by the use of SURF matching algorithm. The final step 

that is conclusion consists in calculating the obstacles’ 

positions in the field  of its view and also the calculation of 

their relative velocities in order to distinguish as the static 

obstacles and dynamic obstacles (inside range of 200 m 

ahead). 

 
. 

2.1 Road region extraction 

The initial step in the algorithm that consists in segmentation 

of an images into the region of roads and the other region that 

includes the remaining image parts(―non-road‖).In order to 

differentiate one pixel as a member of a class ―road,‖ there is a 

number of possible segmentation methods which based on 

color, texture descriptors that are based on statistic parameters, 

structure, or frequency spectrums, etc. While some are 

acceptable results that have been obtained when the color 

components have been utilized only, even three decade ago 

[14] or are used by the best candidates among texture statistics 

and also structured descriptors [15], our reasoning here was 
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oriented toward more complexed approach where the color 

and texture are considered simultaneously [16]. 

The proposed algorithm is composed of the five components. 

In the first feature of extraction component ,a feature vector is 

extracted from every pixel of the input image. Secondly, the 

components of the dynamic training database(DTD) is filled 

with the training set labelled by a human supervision or in 

initialization and are updated by the new training set that is 

online. Thirdly, the component of Classifier Parameters 

Computing is utilized to estimate the parameters in the SVM 

classifier.  Fourthly the SVM classifier component are in 

charge of training and classifications that utilizes the training 

data and the classifier parameters to train the SVM classifier 

and to utilize the trained SVM classifier in order to classify 

image in to road/non-road classes. The last component 

contains two stages: morphological operations and online 

learning operations. The former implements connects region 

growing and also hole filling on the basis of classification 

result to determine the road regions. The latter compares the 

morphological result and classification result to know the 

quality of the current classification, then choose new training 

set from that comparison and updated DTD. The flowchart is 

shown on Fig.2 illustrates the algorithm. 

 

As an initial operation, the populations of ―road‖ pixels and 

―non-road‖ pixels are indicated by an operators (driver) action,  

via  marking appropriate rectangular regions on the images as 

shown in Fig. 3. The same initialization can be made by the 

automatic designation of rectangular windows in the central 

lower part of image, a priory guaranteeing that the contents is 

typical for the road area. This way, an initialisation content of 

a Dynamic Training Database (DTD)is specified. In order to 

reduce the calculations, also  the number of pixels inside the 

region of rectangle is limited to that of 1000. If the total of 

encompassed pixels is larger, one thousands of them will be 

selected in random way. This DTD will be continually updated 

in order to follow the changes of the road scene. The selected 

set of classification parameters is calculated for each 

subsequent images. The process of differentiation is based on 

the SVM method. The final step of the classification consists 

in morphological processing of any binarized images. After 

the final segmentation is completed, the upgrade consisting in 

the online updating of DTD is the finishing step prior the 

acquisition of a new images. Featured vector is of eight-

dimensional: 

 

 

 

 

The first five elements of Haralick’s statistical features are: 
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where the IMD is the inverse moment of the differences, 

p(u,v) is element of the gray level co-occurrences matrix 

(GLCM), (μx,μy) and (σx,σy) are the mean values and 

covariances which are calculated by using this matrix. The 

remaining three elements of the feature vector are pixels, USV 

color, and the components. It is very natural to suppose that 

the feature space of ―road‖ classes and ―non-road‖ classes are 

in non-linear relation and that is not expected to be obtain 

some linear hyper-plane which distinguish these two classes in 

original feature of space. Following the outcome given in [17], 

a Gaussian radial basis function (RBF) kernel is being used as 

the SVM kernel function. There are two types of classification 

parameters: complexity parameter C and the γ parameter. It 

should be found that which one is more appropriate for this 

discrimination. In order to do this, the parallel validation 

relative to these two parameters are done on the image 

belonging to DTD. Due to the continuous changes in dynamic 

of the road contents as a outcome of camera motion, DTD 

should be updated from time to time. It was selected that after 

every ten frames, the training databases for both the classes 

are refreshed by replacing  hundred of stochastically selected 

old members by hundred of new ones, among population of 

pixels that is already classified in the particular class. The 

larger numbers of updated elements denotes to excessive 

impact of the incorrectly classified pixels, while for too low 

numbers of replaced sampled pixels, one can also expect low 

adaptation abilities of it. 

After the step of classification, it is very usual that there would 

be number of small unconnected groups of pixels around the 

road, classified as the ―road‖, as well as the number of ―holes‖ 

over the road region. In order to eliminate this type of small 

aggregations of the pixels, the algorithms include 

morphological operations that are ―opening‖ and ―filling the 

holes‖. Online training upgrades of the SVM method[16] is 

optional but it is very useful in the context of this applications. 

Besides the already mentioned update in the DTD, it includes 

the evaluation of the performances of  the current 

classifications. This process which is based on the basic 

assumption that the road region is consisted from connected 

pixels. As a result to this, ―road‖ pixels are detected outside 

the main region of road and as well as the ―non-road‖ pixels 

that are located over the road region are the sources of  the 

information on how the classifier should be evolved. 

 

 

 

2.2 Obstacles extraction 

In order to the extraction of shape of obstacles in the 

foreground images, we have to delete two kinds of different 

things: road marking and the noise or unwanted marks on the 

road or outside of it. For the road marks, the result of the road 

region is being used. And the result of road region detection is 

used to mark the unwanted obstacles or noice. In order to 

solve the problem of detection of obstacle the road region is to 

be divided into the road region and as well as the noice or 

unwanted region. 

 

2.3 Region classification 

As the non-road region is to be grouped into the obstacle and 

the noise that is everything outside the road. Figure 4 shows 

that the result of detection of region of road (a) and the 

template image of this region of road (b) where the black 

pixels are representing the road region. After evaluation of a 

particular row in the images, obtains a profile as shown in 

Fig.5. Based on that of line profile, white line segments that 

have the two adjacent black segments on both its left side and 

right sides are the line segments that are belonging to the on-

road obstacles. By checking each of the row in the template 

images of the road, this classification can be obtained. 

Figure4c shows the results of this classification obtained. The 

overall classes of obstacles on the road is shown by gray 

pixels on fig(d). 

 

 

 

3. OBSTACLE DETECTION AND MARKING 

After the classification phase, three regions (that is classes of 

pixels) are extracted: road region, obstacles on the road, and 

environment region, while the on-road obstacles class is 

needed only. This region contains the various objects of 

different sizes (Fig.4d).As a first step, the small objects which 

are less than 50 pixels are eliminated because they are 

considered as the false obstacles or obstacles of no use. 

The extracted obstacles should be monitored continuously in 

the sequence of coming frames. In order to prepare this 

monitoring phase, some areas of interest should be specified—

to the detected obstacles should be marked by specifying some 

of the tracking windows for encompassing each of them. Even 

at the last step in the relative velocities estimation it is strictly 

affected by the choices of this regular geometrical shape 
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corresponding to the particular obstacles. Figure 6 shows the 

various steps of marking the obstacles on the road region. 

Figure 6 as shows the region of the obstacle after filtering 

unwanted objects that is noice. The red colored rectangle 

around this region is shown in the b which will be replaced in 

the other step by the green colored square of the width which 

is equal to the base of red rectangle as shown in c. The final 

representation of this search area superimposed to the original 

image is shown in the block d. 

 

 

 

 

3.1 Experimental result of the on road obstacle 

extraction  
Figure given above shows the different steps of the on-road 

obstacles that is detected in a sequence of digital images. The 

first row illustrates the final classification outputs of the road 

region using the SVM method. The second row shows the 

result of the real obstacle extraction of it. The third row shows 

the final representation of a search area which is superimposed 

onto the original image. Some of which the tall vehicles, like 

the trucks, are not going to be completely encompassed by this 

type of tracking window, some low-profile cars would not be 

filled in the tracking window completely, but the choice of a 

square-shaped tracking window used seemed as a reasonable 

compromise to that of others used. 

 

 

 

 

4. CONCLUSION 

The algorithm of an automatic classification of obstacles into  

the on-road obstacles on the basis of their relative velocities. 

The on-road obstacles has to be detected firstly, then explained 

properly in order to enable their tracking from frame to frame. 

Our choice on specially these two steps have been oriented 

toward rather the complex methods: SVM based on eight 

component vector (color + texture) for the purpose of 

recognition of a road area and SURF is based on 64 

component vector for the description and also for the tracking 

of characteristic points inside the windows of tracking. These 

steps are verified using the realistic images of road-traffic. The 

effects of choices of these complex methods onto the accuracy 

of detection and tracking that have been given partially, 

comparing them with that of the simpler approaches in road 

detection and obstacle’s characteristics, and showing the 

superiority. Consequently, higher computational cost should 

be paid and the ability to implement this algorithm in real time 

might be compromised.  

The final step of verification which was related to the 

estimation of distances of the obstacles and their rates of 

change was made by the use of the synthesized sequences 

representing the simulated motion of the cameras involved, 

and multiple vehicles as well as on the basis of sequences 

from the  driving.  

These results have been shown has highly acceptable accuracy 

of an estimated relative velocities of the obstacles. A number 

of practically important algorithms parameters have been 

analyzed. They are regarding to the part of the field of view 

not able for basic orientation on the road, minimal size of 

tracked vehicles, minimum correspondence of the 

characteristic points which is required for the reliable tracking 

of obstacles, the size of an average filter used in estimation of 

relative velocity, etc. The future work will be more oriented 

towards the further verifications of the algorithm using 

controlled experiments in  the real road-traffic situations. 
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